MS Thesis Defense RESULT Form
Environmental Sciences Program

Student’s Name ___________________________, Student ID# ___________________

has defended their MS thesis in Environmental Sciences on _______________(date).

The results of that defense are:

Note to Committee: If the student passed the defense but needs to incorporate suggested revisions into the dissertation proposal, this form SHOULD NOT be submitted until the dissertation proposal is satisfactorily completed.

MS Advisory Committee:

Member_________________________________ Pass ☐ Fail ☐
Member_________________________________ Pass ☐ Fail ☐
Member_________________________________ Pass ☐ Fail ☐
Member_________________________________ Pass ☐ Fail ☐
Member_________________________________ Pass ☐ Fail ☐
Member_________________________________ Pass ☐ Fail ☐
Member_________________________________ Pass ☐ Fail ☐
Research Advisor__________________________ Pass ☐ Fail ☐

As acknowledged by the Research Advisor and Advisory Committee members, this student hereby has:

Passed the Defense ☐ Failed the Defense ☐

The MS Advisory Committee suggests the following course of action to rectify any perceived deficiency:

Research Advisor__________________________ Date_______________
Program Director __________________________ Date_______________
Dean, College of Science and Mathematics________________ Date_______________
Graduate School Dean ________________________ Date_______________